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Delocalized States in Damaged DNA
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Recent studies suggest that base pairing is an efficient electronic delocalization mechanism. However, defects
may break down such effect. In the present work we show how a simple model of defects suppresses the
delocalization, which survives only for low defect concentrations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of charge transference in DNA molecules
along stackedπ orbitals was proposed by Eley and Spivey 40
year ago [1]. Since this work, the interest in its electronic
properties has been growing, specially in the last decade. The
particular binding between single strands of DNA, the con-
troled growth of DNA molecules and its self-assembly prop-
erties have pointed to DNA molecules as a promissor molecu-
lar electronic component [2]. Many efforts have a biochemical
motivation, since sensing damage mechanism may explore the
long range electron migration along the molecule [3]. How-
ever, the main question about this topic is still unsolved. Ex-
perimental works on DNA conductivity are very controver-
sial: Metallic [4], semiconductor [5], insulating [6] and even
superconcuctor [7] behaviors have been reported. These ex-
periments are very complex due to the local enviroment, such
as counterions, contact resistence, thermal vibrations and even
sequence variability, wich are difficult to control in non de-
signed samples [8]. However, it has been shown that delib-
erately induced damage to DNA molecules can significantly
reduce electron migration [9].

Theoretical works range from a strictly one dimensional
tight binding [10, 11] up to involvedab initio and density
functional methods [8, 12]. Both approaches have partial suc-
cess, but with severe limitations. Strictly one dimentional
tight binding models deal with sigle chains, so that the base
pairs correlations are not taken into account. On the other
hand, ab initio calculations have a limited number of DNA
molecule models. A recent study models the DNA molecules
as a double chain. In this way, the base pairs correlation is
properly taken into account and reveals itself as efficient de-
localization mechanism[13].

In this work, we extend a previous study [13] to show that
low concentration damages induced in DNA molecules do not
destroy completely the delocalized states, but increasing the
deffects concentration, just localized states survive.

We use a double-chain nearest-neighbor tight binding
model to describe the system. In this approximation, the
Hamiltonian can be written as:

H =
N/2

∑
i=1

2

∑
j=1

[εi, j |i, j〉〈i, j|+V|i +1, j〉〈i, j|+V|i−1, j〉〈i, j|

+V ′|i, j +1〉〈i, j|δ j,1 +V ′|i, j−1〉〈i, j|δ j,2] (1)

whereεi, j is the(i, j) site energy,V is the intra-chain hopping
parameter,V ′ is the inter-chain hopping parameter andN/2 is
the number of base pairs (N is the total number of sites).

We represent the four nucleotides which compose the dou-
ble chain by A, T, C and G in fig 1. In the first chain these
nucleotides are randomly assingned with equal concentration
on average. The sites of the second chain obey the base pair-
ing.

DNA molecules are frequently damaged by oxidation due
to intracellular chemistry or extracellular ionization radiation
[2]. Here, defects are represented by inter-chain dangling
bonds, e.g.,V ′ = 0.

Figure 1 shows a particular damaged DNA configuration.
Spurious effects due to a special configurations are avoided
by taking an average over 20 DNA configurations.
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FIG. 1. Particular configuration of damaged DNA molecule .

In order to decide wheter or not a state is delocalized, we
used the Participation Ratio [14], defined, intight bindingap-
proximation, by:

PR=
1

N∑N/2
i=1 ∑2

j=1 |ai, j |4
(2)

whereai j is the normalized wave function amplitude in the
(i, j) site. PR is close to zero for localized states forN → ∞
and for a delocalized states it reaches the maximal value of 2/3
in a one dimensional system [15], if cosine like modulation of
Bloch states are taken into account.

II. RESULTS

In order to investigate the influence of the damages on
DNA molecules, we use a previously testedtight binding
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parametrization. The site energies are [16]:εA = 8.24 eV,
εT = 9.14 eV, εC = 8.87 eV and εG = 7.75 eV. Hopping
parameters describes theπ-π orbitals interactions between
base pairs.Ab initio calculations found that hopping para-
meter is of the order of0.44 eV [16]. However, a previous
work considered DNA molecules conected to contacts with
a hopping parameter equal to 1 eV , motivating our choice
V = 1 eV [16]. Preceding works have suggested that inter
chain hopping parameterV ′ is smaller than intra chain
hopping parameterV [6, 17]. In this work we useV ′ = 0.5.

Figure 2 and Fig. 3 compare the participation ratio of a per-
fect (without damages) DNA molecules (dashed line in Fig. 2)
with one that has five per cent of damaged bindings (Fig. 3).
In Fig. 2 we also show the participation ratio of a DNA that
do not present base pairing (continuos line).

FIG. 2. Participation ratio of 500 base pairs DNA molecules for:
Perfect DNA molecule (dashed line) and a non base pairing DNA
(continous line). Thetight bindingparameters are given in the text.

FIG. 3. Participation ratio of 500 base pairs DNA molecules for a
damaged DNA with 5 per cente of damaged binding.

Although Figs. 2 and 3 show a clear decrease of the partic-
ipation ratio, with increasing number of dangling bonds, de-
localized states still continue to be present. In Fig. 4 we show

a delocalized state, with energy near 10.5 eV, for a 5 per cent
concentration of dangling bonds. It is worthy of mentioning
that the wave function spread out along the entire chain.
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FIG. 4. Wave function of a delocalized state with energy close to
10.5 eV.

Increasing the damage concentration, the delocalized states
are washed out. The evolution of the maximal value of the
participation ratio with increasing the defect concentration is
shown in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 5. Maximal value of participation ratio as function of damage
concentration (circle). maximal participation ratio of a no base pair-
ing (square).

Figure 5 shows that above 20 per cent of damaged bonds
concentration, base pairing does not work as delocalizaton
mechanism and all states are localized.

III. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we study damages in DNA molecules. In a
simple model, we show that low damage concentration does
not suppress all delocalized states. Increasing the damage
concentration, only localized states remain and the base pair-
ing does not work as a delocalizaton mechanism anymore, and
in this way DNA behaves like an insulator.
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